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There are billions of IoT devices that are connected to networks all around us.
Though these devices are constructed and programmed to detect security
threats there are still such a range of threats that are available that not all
devices are trained or programmed to protect from one threat to another. For my
research I integrated a new method of Machine Learning called Federated
Learning (FL) for the security of these IoT devices connected over a network. An
FL model that can detect network threats on a device, a model that is capable of
learning from the threats that are posed to its’ neighboring devices and use the




The results achieved show promise that a FL based IDS shows can provide
reasonable results that are on par with a centralized server [4]. The results
presented above are preliminary and further analysis is being done towards
improving them. More analysis are continued with the MLC and various other
use-cases more real-world scenarios of data distribution across devices.
Over the recent years Internet of Things (IoT) devices have become very
popular. They are becoming widespread so much so that they have become
an integral part of our lives. Both at a consumer level or at a manufacturing
level. IoT devices can be smart watches, or they can even be smart sensors
that are used at an industrial scale to aid towards manufacturing [1]. IoT
devices can be used in homes for smart energy applications, or they can be
used by healthcare workers for smart healthcare surveillance of patients [2].
These devices are connected over a network and collect and generate a lot of
data. In fact, according to a statistic in 2019 13.9 zettabytes of data volume
was generated by connected devices [3]. The same report predicted that by
2025 this value of data volume will be 79.4 zettabytes [3].
To improve the entire consumer experience or to make tasks more efficient
Machine Learning (ML) models can be trained on the data that is generated by
the IoT devices. The implementation of ML techniques on the data that is
generated by IoT devices could provide an analysis on the performance of the
IoT device and give an opportunity to improve the performance of the device.
Though, as the number of devices increase and as these devices are
connected to a network, they are more and more exposed to malicious
activities or malware attacks [4]. Traditionally ML techniques could initially be
implemented on device to train and provide Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
over a more centralized setting where data from devices is shared with the
central server. However, with the large volumes of data and the number of IoT
devices this may not be as feasible. In addition to that, there is always a risk of
privacy when transferring data away from the devices on a central server.
Especially with the Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) it has become
even more challenging [5].
To address these challenges, we introduce a Federated Learning (FL)
approach towards detecting malicious activity on IoT devices. The FL based
IDS has the capability of maintaining privacy of data and training ML models
on device end. The FL approach allows training ML models directly on device
end without having to retract user data on a central server. FL also allows for
ML models to be robust by generating an aggregated ML model that has been
trained on millions of device where each device has trained a local ML model
on their local dataset. For our research we explore how well an IDS works over
a FL setting.
Dataset: NSL-KDD [6] is a popular dataset that can be used for IDS purposes. It
has a long range of features such as service, flag, protocol type, duration, etc.
The dataset has over 20 different attack types that can be categorized into 4
attack classes.
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The research questions lead towards creating a framework that can detect 
malicious activity over a FL System. Though there having been many previous 
Intrusion Detection Systems for a centralized system there have only been a 
few that are on the FL system.  We have three questions we wish to answer:
1. How does an Intrusion Detection System perform on a FL setting?
2. How does the model compare with a traditional model over a centralized 
approach?
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Methodology: The research is distributed into multiple use-cases. In each use-
case we replicate multiple real-world scenarios with regards to dataset
distribution across the devices on a FL network.
In a FL setting the dataset is stored on the IoT device, the ML models are
trained on the data. However, this on-device data could be different from device
to device in some cases. In other cases, the data generated by all devices could
be the same. Based on such scenarios, the dataset is distributed, and analysis
is run over multiple use-cases.
The machine learning models that for our classification analysis are a Logistic
Regression (LR) model and a Multi-label Classification (MLC) model. The LR is
used when on-device data consists only one class of threat along with normal.
The MLC is used where each device consists all 4 classes of threat on-device,
along with normal.
Table – 01 shows the threat types present in the dataset that are put into 4
different threat classes.
Figure 01 – shows the FL process for one use-case.
(1) – The central server shares the initial model parameters with all the clients on the FL network.
(2) – Each client trains the local model on their local dataset with initial parameters and share it with 
the central server.
(3) – The central server aggregates all the local model to generate a new updated global model 


















Accuracy achieved for use case where each participating device has a 

















Accuracy achieved for another use case where each participating device 
has dataset that includes all types of threats.
Figure 03 – illustrates the performance of the MLC model over a Multi-Label Classification setting.
